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INTRODUCTION 
 
The hospitality industry has recently undergone a brand explosion and at the 
time of writing there are over 110 distinct brands overseen by seven top 
corporate hospitality groups: 
 

• Wyndham (15) 
• Choice (11) 
• IHG (8) 
• Hyatt (11) 
• Hilton (13) 
• Accor (22) 
• Marriott (30)  

 
In this study, we will look at the sustainability in the recent massive growth of 
sub-segment hotel brands. Owners and developers are choosing to either 
convert or build new hotels under many of the newer brands. The fastest growing 
segment within the hotel franchise universe are the “soft brands” which allow 
hotels to be a part of the parent brand family, while keeping their original name.  
 
These quasi-brands are aimed at converting the considerable number of 
independent hotels and resorts. What is the value that a soft brand brings to an 
independent hotel or resort and can a soft brand improve the performance of a 
property?   

BRAND GROWTH 
 
To understand the sustainability of the growth is to understand the existing and 
future challenges that major chains are facing when managing their multitude of 
brands. 
 
New brands are now competing with existing brands within the same parent 
group, particularly where unique brands appeal to the same demographics 
and/or consumers. For example, now that Marriott and Sheraton are under the 
same loyalty program do they really offer a unique selling proposition to the 
guest? Is there enough demand in each demographic segment to warrant the 
number of different brands? How does a major chain ethically ensure and track 
that its business is equally distributed when regional revenue managers and 
regional sellers are overseeing multiple competing properties?  
 
As location plays an important part of the success of any hotel, owners expect to 
be protected from any brand expansion locally by non-compete provisions in their 
franchise agreement. But a new brand allows major chains to circumvent non-
compete clauses, referred to as restricted area provisions, in franchise 
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agreements. Do current hotel owners have any legal recourse? Legally they will 
have a challenging time, especially in Canada, as Canadian law has shown that 
non-competition covenants are rarely enforceable.1 Owner issues don’t stop 
there for branded hotels. There is a growing mistrust within the community of 
branded hotel owners that chains show little regard for this circumstance in their 
brand expansion plans. 
 
There is no doubt that multiple brands require additional draws on corporate 
resources. So how effective are brands in their core accountabilities?  
Substantial amounts of resources are obviously being spent on defining new 
brands and then on the subsequent support of each brand after they are 
introduced. It leads one to ask whether brand expansion and new branding is 
reducing resources overall for the existing collective of owners?   
 
A Gallop poll of hotel owners showed rising dissent as a key issue was that their 
existing chain was in fact more focused on adding more standards and costs 
instead of helping hotel owners in areas where they need it most — for instance, 
in improving financial performance.2 
 
In the end, some form of brand consolidation should be considered inevitable. 
The total lack of differentiation for so many brands as well as cookie cutter 
development has produced a homogenous market of hotels. With hundreds of 
different brands, consumers are only able to effectively identify with a few.  
 
Many franchisees are paying into brand marketing but are never really seeing the 
true rewards of a recognized identity. Brands have traditionally built their 
reputations on consistency and predictability. However, as new brands are 
striving to be unique, the successful predictability is being lost. As brands 
become more market specific, they are now alienating most other markets or 
demographics, which would suggest they will have much shorter life cycles. With 
all these questions and challenges, it is hard to believe that further brand 
expansion is even possible and that brand consolidation may be more inevitable. 

NEW SOFT BRANDS 
 
What makes the soft brand concept so revolutionary?   
 
Choice was one of the first hotel companies to introduce a soft brand which gives 
hotel owners the opportunity to keep their independent name and identity but pay 
monthly fees to receive sales, marketing and distribution support from a major 
hotel franchisor. Choice introduced the Ascend Collection in 2008, before the 

																																																								
1	Levitt	and	Finkelstein,	Non-Competition	Covenants	in	a	Canadian	Context,	Dale	&	Lessman	Toronto,	
Canada,	Page	34	
2	http://www.gallup.com/opinion/gallup/182012/hotel-brands-relationships-owners-risk.aspx	
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other major brands followed. Steve Joyce, CEO of Choice Hotels International, 
said, “You’re just buying distribution from us, and that’s what we’re selling you.”3 
 
David Marr, senior VP of brand management for Starwood in North America and 
global brand leader for the soft brand Tribute, indicates the company created 
Tribute to take advantage of hot performing independent markets for urban and 
niche resort areas.  
 
Independent hoteliers represent roughly half of the global hotel industry. Soft 
brands, such as Marriott’s Autograph, Hyatt’s Unbound Collection and Hilton’s 
Curio, have been conceived to penetrate this market to increase unit growth.4 
Independent hotel owners are being solicited with the idea that now they too can 
be part of a brand’s distribution and loyalty program without all the very 
expensive capital costs required in a full brand conversion. 
 
Starwood believes a clear majority of its preferred guests express an interest in 
the ability to book a room at independent hotels.5  To counter the renaissance of 
the independent hotel, major chains have taken the unique approach of 
accepting independents into the brand family. By doing so, chains are making the 
case that independents can perform well and all they need is excellent marketing 
skills, hotel management expertise and access to a loyalty program.  

VALUE OF HOTEL LOYALTY PROGRAMS 
 
As major chains continue to solicit independents hotels and resorts with the 
benefits of their loyalty program the obvious question becomes whether brand 
loyalty programs are worth the cost of enrollment?     
 
Studies to date have shown that although brands do not drive as high average 
daily rate (ADR) or revenue (RevPAR), they can drive higher occupancy.6 There 
are inevitably additional costs when participating in brand loyalty programs which 
are above and beyond the usual marketing fees associated with brand affiliation. 
Understanding when a loyalty program produces incremental demand and 
knowing what trends may affect hotel loyalty programs, helps provide better 
insight into the effectiveness of these programs.  
 
The good thing is that many studies and metrics are already available on hotel 
loyalty programs. For example, in 2016, it was determined that Wyndham had 
the most rewarding hotel loyalty program.7 However, in contrast is the fact that 

																																																								
3	http://www.hotelnewsnow.com/Articles/19422/What-role-do-hotel-brands-play-today	
4	http://www.hotelnewsnow.com/Articles/25762/4-takes-on-Starwoods-new-Tribute-soft-brand	
5	http://fortune.com/2015/04/16/starwood-tribute-new-brand/	
6	Dev,	C.	S.	(2015).	Hotel	brand	conversions:	What	works	and	what	doesn't.	Cornell	Hospitality	
Report,	15(21),	3-11.	
7	Grant	Martin,	The	Most	Rewarding	Hotel	Loyalty	Programs,	Forbes,	October	13,	2016	
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both Hilton and Marriott’s programs continue to rank highest in loyalty program 
satisfaction per J.D. Power. 
    
On the other hand, J.D. Power also found Omni Hotels to have the top overall 
guest satisfaction in upper upscale brands. Now, throw in the fact that Four 
Seasons also continues to lead the luxury scale hotel segment in guest 
satisfaction and has never offered guests a brand loyalty program. It becomes 
very apparent there is little correlation between a brand with a well-respected 
loyalty program and overall guest satisfaction. 
 
J.D. Power’s 2016 research has found that hotel location8 continues to be the 
primary reason guests join any hotel loyalty programs, suggesting that a loyalty 
program may be a perk but not ultimately related to the success of any brand or 
specific hotel.  
  
As location is proven to dictate loyalty program enrollment it is the business 
traveler whom drives the loyalty program for the major brands. Regular business 
travelers can reach the highest tiers of any program but what is that impact on 
hotel properties that do not have any significant business travel?  Resorts are a 
good example of where brand loyalty programs are more disruptive than 
beneficial as they do not see individual business travel but have a mix that is 
predominantly leisure based.  
 
Common loyalty perks such as late check-outs or early check-ins can be 
operationally difficult in a resort environment. But, more importantly is that resorts 
do not benefit from the loyalty of these guests as they only see the redemptions 
since business travelers use the resorts as their reward for loyalty at the urban 
hotels. In the end, branded resorts see negative benefits participating in loyalty 
programs as redemption perks and even upgrades often displace higher rated 
leisure business. Occupancy will be higher but other metrics such as ADR and 
RevPar will suffer. 
  
Online travel agencies (OTAs) continue to look at new ways to grow their 
distribution. Sites such as Booking.com, Expedia and even AirBnB have begun 
introducing their own loyalty programs to combat major hotel chains. This could 
have good payoff as studies indicate that loyalty to OTAs may be stronger than 
hotel brands. 9 This could be a good thing for resorts, and especially independent 
hotels, as these OTAs begin to bear the cost of the loyalty programs and not the 
hotels themselves.  
 
Brands such as Wyndham, Hyatt, and Choice are all retooling their loyalty 
programs as they try to keep up with the disruptors, such as AirBnB, and at the 
same time tap into the ever-increasing millennial demographic.  
																																																								
8	http://www.jdpower.com/press-releases/2016-hotel-loyalty-rewards-program-satisfaction-report	
9	Robert	Braun,	The	explosion	of	hotel	brands	and	what	owners	should	do	about	it,	EHotelier,	
September	26,	2016	
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Are the points-based models hotels have originally adopted for their loyalty 
programs sustainable? For most travelers, loyalty programs are not worth the 
effort anymore. They now understand by the time they have collected their 
points, and gone through the effort of redeeming them, they will have spent more 
money than if they had just reserved the best-priced hotel and forgone any 
loyalty program. Retailers are now taking a new approach and moving away from 
point-based loyalty programs and incorporating “percent back” models. The new 
loyalty programs of Amazon and Target have seen particularly strong success.10    
 
The millennial market is part of this shift toward instant gratification as they are 
proving to want more immediate rewards and mobile app-based reward 
programs. This demographic change could be the death of the current hotel 
loyalty program. Gone will be the day where guests are enrolled into over twenty 
different loyalty programs.  
 
The loyalty app, Five Stars, already has more loyalty members than all the hotel 
brands combined. It automates and tracks loyalty over multiple businesses and is 
already disrupting the loyalty program universe, like how Uber has performed 
against taxi companies worldwide. With easy adoption by independent hotels and 
interfacing into their own property management systems, expect this to be a 
game changer in the hotel space.  
 
With such major shifts occurring in the loyalty program space, to invest in a hotel 
brand based on its loyalty program could prove to be very short sighted. 

BENEFITS OF NON-BRANDED HOTELS 
 
Jerry Cataldo, President and CEO of Hostmark Hospitality Group, a US-based 
Hotel Management Company that has Hilton, Marriott, and Choice amongst its 
various flagged properties bluntly says resorts especially operate more profitably 
as independents then when they are flagged.  
 
“You can’t justify the expenses of the brand. It’s a very seasonal marketplace, 
Memorial Day to Labor Day,” Cataldo said. “You just can’t overcome the fees that 
are associated with it.”11  In fact, studies confirm this and show that non-branded 
hotels and resorts will on average have higher daily rates and more importantly 
produce higher RevPAR than branded counterparts.12 
 
Hotel owners really need to understand whether they will see the benefit of being 
in a branded family.   Specifically, hotels with unique amenities, architecture or 

																																																								
10	Brian	Pearson,	Death	of	Points	Programs?,	Forbes,	August	17,	2015	
11	http://www.hotelnewsnow.com/Articles/19422/What-role-do-hotel-brands-play-today	
12	John	W.	O’Neill,	Do	brands	matter?	A	comparison	of	branded	and	independent	hotels’	performance	
during	a	full	economic	cycle,	International	Journal	of	Hospitality	Management,	30	(2011),	Page	511	
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unique locations normally offer enough of an identity that they overshadow any 
brand. One could make the argument that vacation rentals, large convention 
properties or properties with exceptional management are also wasting money 
when they are branded.13 
 
One of the reasons independents have seen a renaissance is the prevalence of 
online reviews. Word-of-mouth testimonials have allowed travelers to be more 
comfortable in trying out new experiences and ensure more predictability to 
independents. Prior to online reviews, guests valued the insurance of the 
sameness and consistency of brands with no surprises on beds, furniture, 
furnishings, and even menus. Now more than ever, operations, accounting, 
staffing, and training dictate the success of hotels not brands.14  
 
Successful independent hotel managers do not spend less on marketing and 
sales efforts than the branded property. But the key advantage is that the 
independent property will get to choose exactly how to spend. Efficacy of 
marketing dollars means that in the long run, an independent property with good 
marketing behind it should be able to spend less in marketing and sales efforts 
than the branded property spends and see better results.15  
 
Cornell University has done what is probably the most exhaustive research on 
brand versus independent performance analysis. Some interesting findings from 
that study include:16 
 

• Branded hotels converting to independent saw an increase in ADR. 
• Reflagging a resort sees no change in financial performance.  
• Reflagging does not affect performance of a hotel’s competitive set or 

increase financial performance of a property without a change in the 
reflagged hotel’s tier/scale. 

• Branded hotels may drive more occupancy on average than independent 
hotels however that can be dependent on scale 

 
CASE STUDY OF BRAND FEES 
 
To fully understand the costs related to a brand, let’s examine a leading global 
lodging brand’s franchise disclosure document for a soft brand. For a 250-room 
hotel, the initial investment costs are estimated to vary from $2 million to $85 
million for a conversion. These figures do not include real estate costs, market 
studies, insurance, interest, or especially capital improvements the brand may 
request. In addition to the initial investment, the franchisee is obligated to pay the 
brand regular fees such as: 

																																																								
13	Stephen	Rushmore,	A	Case	for	Being	Independent,	Hotels	Magazine,	February	2004,	22	
14	https://qz.com/385933/starwood-launches-tribute/	
15	Dan	King,	The	New	Opportunity	for	Independent	Hotels,	Hospitality	Net,	April	2004	
16	Dev,	C.	S.	(2015).	Hotel	brand	conversions:	What	works	and	what	doesn't.	Cornell	Hospitality	
Report,	15(21),	3-11.	
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• Revenue management services - $3,000–$8,000/month 
• Training and conferences - $8,500/annually 
• Quality assurance visits - $2,500/visit 
• Internet maintenance fees - $1,775–$4,375/month 
• Brand PMS software maintenance - $3,000–$6,250/month 

  
In regards to loyalty programs hotel owners are also responsible for the cost of 
certain guest amenities provided to the brand’s loyalty members as well as 
having to allocate a certain percentage of rooms for free night reward 
redemptions. These may be paid at a rate the brand outlines in the franchise’s 
loyalty program. 
 
Figure 1. 
	

	 	

	 
In the above Figure 1., we can see the difference in distribution costs for two 
direct bookings from a branded and non-branded property. One is a soft brand 
for a leading global hotel company and the second is an independent hotel 
managed by Bellstar Hotels & Resorts a hotel management company that 

Top	Soft	
Branded	Chain	
Hotel

Independent	
Hotel	
Specialist	

ADR 150.00$															 150.00$											
Fees:
Loyalty	Program	Amenities	1 (25.00)$															 n/a
Brand	Loyalty	Program	Discount	2 (6.00)$																		 n/a
Independent	Loyalty	Program3 (15.00)$											
Brand	Royalty	Fee	(5%) (7.50)$																		 n/a
3rd	Party	Transaction	Fee	($4.65/stay) (4.65)$																		 n/a
Brand	Marketing/Program	Fee	(4%) (6.00)$																		 n/a
Loyalty	Member	Fee	(4.3%) (6.45)$																		 n/a
Premium	Brand	CRES	Fee	(5%) (7.50)$																		 n/a
Independent	Booking	Engine	Fee (3.15)$														
Paid	Online	Search	Fee	(4.25%) (4.64)$																		 n/a
Credit	Card	Fee	(1.5%) (2.25)$																		 (2.25)$														

Total	Owner	Fees (69.99)$															 (20.40)$											
Net	ADR 80.01$																	 129.60$											

1)	Comp	breakfast	for	two,	bottled	water,	airline	mileage	etc
2)	4%	Blended	Average	(https://www.tnooz.com/article/hotel-loyalty-rate-analysis/)	
3)	10%	off	instant	loyalty	offer	for	direct	booking
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specializes in managing independent hotels. Based on a recent Cornell 
University study, a brand conversion is expected to bring on average 6% more in 
occupancy17. Figure 1 confirms what previous studies have stated in that net 
revenue is much lower with the branded hotel and in this specific case a direct 
booking through a brand loyalty channel versus an independent’s loyalty 
program. Hotel owners need to properly weigh whether an average increase of 
6% in occupancy is enough to offset a significant difference in RevPAR, 38% 
difference in Figure 1.  

CONCLUSION 
 
Failing to be part of a large collective at first glance can appear to be 
disadvantageous in the hotel space. However, it is the author’s belief that where 
independent hotel properties meet certain criteria, they will in fact outperform 
major brands in net operating income simply through strong management and 
marketing. 
 
The proliferation of the mega brands in the hotel sector with specific brands 
aimed at converting independent properties is being fueled with the mistaken 
assumption that access to both a brand’s distribution system and its loyalty 
program is a simple recipe of success. But the truth is, the influx of new brands 
and changes in loyalty programs is driving dissatisfaction amongst hotel owners 
and guests themselves. Many independent hotel owners prefer to keep their 
unique brand and, interesting enough, is that the introduction of new soft brands 
(aimed at this same segment) is in many ways a nod to the fact that a brand’s 
name is not even a requirement for success.  
 
Without a globally recognized flagged identity, the soft brand’s unique selling 
proposition is very expensive access to a parent brand’s existing loyalty program. 
But loyalty programs are not in any way tied into the success of hotels. Current 
trends show that point-based loyalty programs are becoming antiquated and 
unable to meet the current shift in demographics. It may be myopic to consider 
existing hotel loyalty programs as a profitable distribution channel in the long 
term. 
 
Alternatively, new advances in technology are allowing for more effective and 
relevant loyalty programing. It is now possible for hotel management companies 
overseeing independents to provide the necessary marketing expertise for much 
less than the cost of a major brand. As vacation rentals and resorts are normally 
seasonal and require enhanced marketing they naturally meet the criteria many 
leading management companies believe will benefit as non-branded properties 
the most. 
 

																																																								
17	Dev,	C.	S.	(2015).	Hotel	brand	conversions:	What	works	and	what	doesn't.	Cornell	Hospitality	
Report,	15(21),	3-11.	
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In conclusion, owners need to weigh whether the slight increase in occupancy a 
brand may provide is enough “heads in beds” to offset the very large sacrifice in 
net ADR that brands inherently bring owners.  A well-managed and marketed 
independent hotel or resort offers a terrific opportunity for owners in this new age 
and can drive significant returns on their hotel investment. Bellstar Hotels & 
Resorts specializes in the marketing and management of independent resort 
properties and has a proven track record in driving owner returns. 
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